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Most Filipinos depend on their company's retirement package. But the continuous increase in the 
standard of living, paired with the increase in the prices of goods, drain these hard-earned retirement 
money fast.  Retirees eventually find themselves dependent on their children's income to survive, some 
even end up with nothing.  However, this can be avoided by taking control of your finances.  Here are a 
few pointers in achieving this financial literacy. 
 
The bare necessities are important  
Knowing the necessities from the luxuries spell the difference between financial freedom and financial 
ruin.  That Louis Vuitton bag or Rolex watch could be something you aspire, buying one, however, would 
depend on your financial capability.  Thus, it is vital for you to know your financial standing.  Financial 
freedom starts when you know which are your needs and which are your wants.  When you start building 
on luxuries, you eventually find yourself delving into credit just to satisfy this want.  
 
Living within your means 
Know your cash position and spend accordingly.  Avoid credit card debt, and if you should use credit card, 
pay it off at once. Avoid living beyond your means.  Credit Card debt is the most expensive money one 
can acquire.  The monthly interest on your debt will eat off hard-earned savings.  Any effort to build 
wealth will be futile if you are buried deep in debt.  Minimize or eliminate debt, and you will start to 
slowly shore up savings.   
 
Start small but early and consistently 
It doesn't matter how small your contribution to your savings may be, what is important is you do it early 
and consistently.  A quick computation would show you that if you set aside PHP2,500.00 per month from 
the time you hit 25 years old until your retirement at 60, you could have made PHP1,050,000.00 in 
savings.  This could easily balloon to roughly nine times (PHP9.3 Million), at an assumed annual rate of 
10%, if you invested it in an equity fund.  By doing this, you allow the power of compounding to magnify 
your money.  Compounding can easily increase your money's income potential especially if your fund is 
invested on longer horizons.  
 
Think LONG TERM 
Most investors look at an investment's rate of return before placing their money.  The rate of return, 
however, depends mainly on the risk involved in the investment.  One of the major determinants of risk 
and return is tenure (tenor).  The longer the money is invested, the higher its potential returns.  Thus, It is 
recommended that if there is no immediate need of funds it should be invested in a diversified portfolio 
of long-term bonds, long-term notes and possibly stocks or equities.  However, the asset allocation of 
where to invest depends on one's risk profile.  No wonder, one of the best capitalist of our time, Warren 
Buffet, said that his "...favorite tenor is forever". 
 
Financial literacy is the first step to planning your retirement. Once you gain financial know-how, you can 
start saving for the future.  Start early, consistently and with a long-term mind-set.  Retirement need not 
be something one should dread.  It just takes one step, one move towards the right direction, all we have 
to do is decide to take it. 
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